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Abstract
Motivated by the theoretical possibility of floating orbits and the potential to contribute extra
constraints on alternative theories, in this paper we derive the self-force equation for a small
compact object moving on an accelerated world line in a background spacetime which is a solution
of the coupled gravitational and scalar field equations of scalar-tensor theory. In the Einstein frame,
the coupled field equations governing the perturbations sourced by the particle share the same form
as the field equations for perturbations of a scalarvac spacetime in general relativity, with both
falling under the general class of hyperbolic field equations studied in [1]. Here, we solve the field
equations formally in terms of retarded Green functions, which have explicit representations as
Hadamard forms in the neighbourhood of the world line. Using a quasi-local expansion of the
Hadamard form, we derive the regular solutions in Fermi normal coordinates according to the
Detweiler-Whiting prescription. To compute the equation of motion, we parameterize the world
line by the particle’s mass and “charge”, which we define in terms of the original Jordan frame
mass, its derivative, and the parameter which translates the proper time in the Jordan frame to the
Einstein frame. These parameters depend on the value of the background scalar field and its self-
field corrections. The equation of motion which follows from the regular fields strongly resembles
the equation for the self-force acting on a charged, massive particle in a scalarvac geometry of
general relativity. Unlike the scalar vacuum scenario, the “charge” parameter in the scalar-tensor
self-force equation is time variable and leading to additional local and tail terms. We also provide
evolution equations for the world line parameters under the influence of the self-fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation for alternative theories
The general theory of relativity (GR) is widely considered to be the most successful
classical theory of gravitational phenomena. Its predictions have passed many stringent
tests such as the light deflection around the sun during a solar eclipse, the Shapiro time
delay, the perihelion advance of Mercury, and the Nordtvedt effect in lunar motion [2].
Despite its great success in predicting deviations from Newtonian gravity in the solar system
where deviations from flat spacetime are weak and non-relativistic (v <∼ 10−4c, and U/c2 ∼
10−6), it has received little direct experimental verification in the strong-field regime, which
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leaves room for alternative theories of gravity that reduce to general relativity in the weak-
field limit. Additional evidence supporting general relativity has come from observations
of binary pulsar systems which measure several Keplerian and post-Keplerian parameters
including the decay of the orbital period of the binary due to binding energy lost in the
form of gravitational waves. The parameters of some alternative theories which predict
dipole radiation in addition to the quadrupole radiation predicted by general relativity have
been constrained by observations of the neutron-star-white-dwarf systems J11416545 and
J1738+0333 to an even higher degree than the bounds from the Cassini test in the solar
system [3, 4].
Research in alternative theories of gravity has been traditionally fueled in large part by
the long standing theoretical effort to formulate a quantum theory of gravity, which promises
to shed light on big mysteries such as the origin of the universe and the singularities hidden
deep within the event horizons of black holes. A unified theory of gravity and quantum
mechanics is necessary because the general relativistic picture of spacetime as a Riemannian
manifold breaks down at the length scale ℓP ∼ 10−33 cm where quantum fluctuations of
the gravitational field become important. However, deviations from classical relativity may
be exhibited in the strong-field regime even at macroscopic length scales. For instance,
deviations from Einsteinian gravity at large scales may account for the dark energy content in
the universe and active research includes using observational data to constrain models which
parameterize such deviations in structure formation models [5]. Furthermore, models with
additional scalar fields play a particularly important role in modern theories of cosmology
by providing the muscle for the inflationary epoch.
Among the many alternative theories of gravity, a particularly well studied and well
established theory is scalar-tensor (ST) gravity, wherein the agents of the gravitational force
are a scalar and a tensor field. ST theories originate from the work of Jordan [6], Fierz
[7], Brans and Dicke [8], who sought a way to incorporate Mach’s principle into a covariant
theory of gravity. They found that a dynamical gravitational constant built from a scalar
field φ ∼ G−1 acted as a way to influence local physics through large scale phenomena,
while upholding the weak equivalence principle and maintaining general covariance. The
field equations of the theory they developed proved to be equivalent to a sector of the
dimensionally reduced five-dimensional field theory designed by Kaluza [9] as an attempt
to unify gravity and electromagnetism. The emergence of a scalar field(s) is now known
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to be a generic property of dimensionally reduced higher-dimensional models such as string
theory, making the study of gravitational theories with additional scalar fields a very active
research field.
Hawking [34] has shown that stationary solutions of Brans-Dicke type scalar tensor field
theories must also satisfy the Einstein field equations and that the general stationary solu-
tions are the Kerr family of solutions coupled to a constant background scalar field. Building
on this, Sotiriou and Faraoni [35] extended Hawking’s proof to include more general ST the-
ories including f(R) theories and relaxed the need for a symmetric collapse. However, the
proof fails to hold for certain non-stationary cosmological scalar fields, such as those which
asymptote to solutions with linear time dependence at large radii [36], leading to observable
deviations from general relativity in the orbital decay of super-massive black hole binaries
[37]. Although constraints on such theories do exist, for generality we choose to leave the
spacetime dependence of the background scalar field unspecified and we make no restric-
tions on the behaviour of the scalar potential acting as the cosmological function other than
convexity. We then consider a stationary background scalar field configuration as a special
case.
B. Compact binary problem
With the promise of gravitational wave observatories directly probing general relativity
in the strong-field regime through gravitational wave (GW) signals, researchers have begun
to investigate the dynamics of compact binary systems like binary black holes and neutron
stars within various alternative theories of gravity.
Scalar-tensor theories benefit from a well-posed Cauchy formulation, enabling numerical
relativity simulations to explore strong-field gravitational effects [10, 11]. Although post-
Newtonian and linearized theory results indicate that binary black holes in ST theory are
indistinguishable from their GR counterparts [13, 17, 26] just like the isolated black holes
in the general proofs of Hawking and Faraoni and Sotiriou [34, 35], if the scalar field is
made time dependent or given some inhomogeneity through an external mechanism like a
potential, the binary also emits dipolar radiation while accreting the scalar field. Healy and
collaborators [10] used a Mexican hat type potential to induce significant non-uniformity in
the scalar field to investigate the gravitational and scalar radiation profiles from merging
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binary black holes in ST theory. Binary neutron star systems, on the other hand, are
more sensitive to the presence of the scalar field and display new phenomena that are
qualitatively different from predictions of GR. Isolated neutron stars undergo a phenomenon
known as spontaneous scalarization [12], where they develop a sudden scalar charge when
they previously had none. Spontaneous scalarization occurs when a non-zero value of the
scalar field inside the star becomes energetically favorable over the zero field configuration
for certain values of the ST parameter ω. In the non-linear binary merger regime, [11]
have shown that spontaneous scalarization occurs in much the same way when the merging
neutron stars are sufficiently close. The same group has shown that the gravitational wave
signals from binary neutron stars may provide constraints on the parameters of ST gravity
if one of the companion stars becomes scalarized prior to the time when the gravitational
waves enter the detectors sensitivity band [15].
When the binary objects are of similar size and in the early stages of the inspiral, the
fields are relatively weak and the compact bodies move with small orbital velocity relative
to the speed of light. Typical examples of these systems include binary neutron stars and
stellar mass black holes which are several hundred Schwarschild radii apart. In this regime,
post-Newtonian theory provides the framework for computing the orbital motion and grav-
itational wave signals. Starting with the work of Wagoner [16], researchers have used the
post-Newtonian approximation to derive equations of motion for slowly inspiralling binary
systems emitting gravitational waves using the field equations of ST theory [13, 17–20].
These works express the period decay formula in terms of Brans-Dicke parameters and use
it to place constraints on the theory through observations in the strong field regime. The
post-Newtonian waveforms in ST theory have been shown to reduce to the general rela-
tivity waveforms for binary black holes to second post-Newtonian order in the radiation
sector [24, 25]. Recent interest in cosmological theories with light scalar fields [21, 22] and
the existence of floating orbits [27], motivated Alsing and collaborators [23] to explore the
post-Newtonian regime of compact binaries with a massive scalar field leading to an explicit
expression for the decay of the binary’s orbital period in massive Brans-Dicke theory.
For compact binaries with largely disparate mass parameters, such as a stellar mass
(m ∼ M⊙) object orbiting a super-massive black hole in the centre of a galaxy MSMBH ∼
106M⊙, the binary’s orbital velocity may enter the highly relativistic regime where post-
Newtonian methods no longer work. Instead, one must solve the perturbed Einstein field
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equations without any recourse to slow-motion expansions. Yunes and collaborators [26]
used a test particle approximation to calculate the gravitational wave energy flux coming
from an EMRI system consisting of a small body orbiting a Kerr black hole to examine
whether low-frequency gravitational wave detections may provide constraints on the Brans-
Dicke parameters. They showed that for massless scalar fields, the constraints are notably
worse than those provided by solar-system tests (dephasing of GWs is weakly effected by
changes in the parameters), but that massive scalar fields can provide significant constraints
[27].
The main motivation for this work is to provide an additional framework to constrain
these theories in the EMRI regime via the effects of the self-force. The prospect is quite
good for nontrivial configurations of the scalar field, due to the presence of new local terms
and of several new non-diagonal tail terms that appear in the equations of motion. We will
also show that constraints may be promising even when the scalar field configuration is the
trivial one, as in the black hole scenario, due to the existence of a scalar component to the
self-force in addition to the gravitational component. The framework will also serve as a
means to dynamically study the floating orbits which arise in motion of particles around
spinning black holes in scalar-tensor theories.
Floating orbits are a byproduct of the superradiant instability displayed by rotating black
holes with massive external scalar fields where the net energy flux at infinity is entirely due to
the rotational energy extracted from the spinning black hole, halting the inspiral of the small
body; i.e., E˙J + = −E˙r+ , implying E˙orb = 0. In this scenario, scalar perturbations in the
superradiant regime with frequencies close to the mass of the scalar field create resonances
which lead to large amounts of negative scalar flux down the horizon balancing the flux of
gravitational radiation at null infinity. The mass of the scalar field is necessary to act as a
reflecting wall which traps the radiation in order to create quasi-bound states of the field.
The arguments for the existence of floating orbits rely heavily on an adiabatic approximation
in which the orbit of the small body is modeled as a sequence of quasi-circular geodesic orbits
which get progressively smaller in radius as orbital binding energy is released in the form
of gravitational waves. Alternatively, the power radiated by the particle causing its inspiral
may be written in terms of the work done by the dissipative piece of the radiation reaction
self-force per unit time. The self-force also contains a conservative component acting on
orbital timescales which may effect the stability of the floating orbits. A full calculation of
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the self-force in the EMRI problem within ST theories is necessary to study how floating
orbits arise dynamically and to assess their stability, which is a significant motivator for the
present work in addition to the general study of motion in alternative theories.
The leading order equations of motion for small compact objects in ST theories were given
by Gralla [28], who used the Bianchi identity and various universal scaling relations for the
fields in the region outside a small body of mass M and charge Q to map the near-zone
Coulomb-type behaviour of the perturbed fields to a set of effective distributional sources.
With this he was able to rigorously show that the linearized field equations for a small
extended body in Einstein frame ST theory reduced to the point particle form
δGαβ − 8πδTαβ = 8π
∫
M(τ)uαuβ δ4(x, z(τ))dτ, (1a)
δΦ = −8π
∫
Q(τ) δ4(x, z(τ))dτ, (1b)
where δ is the perturbation operator, Gαβ is the Einstein tensor, Tαβ is the stress-energy
tensor of the bulk scalar field, and  := gαβ∇α∇β is the covariant wave operator in the back-
ground spacetime. Gralla also noted that the charge Q of the small body is not constrained
by any evolution equation inherent to ST theory; it must be prescribed from the model de-
scribing the internal structure of the object. He went on to show that the mass and charge
of the small body obey surface integral relations similar to the ADM expressions [29]. The
foundational treatment given by Gralla set the stage for the simultaneous works of Zimmer-
man and Poisson [1] and Linz and collaborators [32], who overcame the technical challenge
of solving the coupled field equations and derived equations of motion for the coupled self-
force and regularization parameters in the scalarvac and electrovac spacetimes of GR. These
derivations rely on the Detweiler-Whiting axioms to identify and remove the divergence in-
troduced by the point-particle. In vacuum GR, self-consistent self-force derivations using
finite sized bodies and matched-asymptotic expansions performed by Gralla and Wald [30],
and also Pound [31], have reproduced the results of axiomatic point-particle derivations. We
expect that our axiomatic derivation will also agree with future non-vacuum self-consistent
computations.
Here we use the technology developed in the aforementioned papers to compute the self-
force in generic massive scalar-tensor theories and we find that the resulting equations of
motion are substantially different from those in vacuum GR due to the presence of the
additional scalar field.
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The main results of this work are the equations of motion for a small body due to the
coupled self-force in a general ST theory in the Einstein frame. We first give the equation of
motion for a background scalar field with arbitrary time dependence and a general potential
function. For this we find that the particle’s charge can be expressed in terms of the ST
parameters in such a way as to resemble the scalarvac self-force plus additional corrections.
We then analyze the asymptotically flat black hole scenario where the scalar field is constant
and the potential and its first derivative are zero. In all cases we find that the equation of
motion can be decomposed into the form
Maµ = F µ0 + F
µ
L + F
µ
tail,
where F µ0 is the force resulting from the gradient of the background potential, F
µ
L is the
local contribution to the self-force which is built from background quantities evaluated on
the world line, and F µtail is the non-local contribution to the self-force which takes the form
of a time integral over the particle’s past history. The absence of the coupling in the
asymptotically flat, constant scalar field black hole case leads to a self-force which is simply
the sum of the gravitational and scalar self-forces.
The paper begins in Sec II with a derivation of the perturbed field equations in the
Einstein frame for the general ST theory of a point particle. In Sec IIIA, we review the
condensed index notation presented in [1] and introduce several quantities to facilitate the
local expansion of the perturbed fields. Next, in Sec III B we derive an expression for the
regular field and compute its gradient as required for the self-force. Finally, we derive the
self-force equation of motion for a point-particle in ST theory (Sec. IV) and specialize it to
a black hole in an asymptotically flat spacetime (Sec. V).
II. THE SCALAR-TENSOR THEORY OF A SINGLE SCALAR FIELD
The quantity of information on ST theories is substantial, but here we limit ourselves to
introducing elementary quantities and concepts of ST theory needed for the purposes of the
self-force derivation. A detailed review of the theory may be found in [38].
The development here is to start with the action in the Jordan frame and then perform
a conformal transformation to the Einstein frame where the field operator is the Einstein
tensor and the scalar field contributes only as matter content through the bulk stress-energy
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tensor. We then vary the action with respect to the Einstein frame fields to obtain the field
equations. This allows us to express the perturbed field equations in manifestly hyperbolic
form after a suitable gauge transformation. From there we can express the perturbed field
equations in a form where we can directly apply the multi-field methods of [1].
The action for a generic scalar-tensor theory in the Jordan frame has the form
SJ =
1
16π
∫ (
a(φ¯)R¯ − b(φ¯)g¯µν∇¯µφ¯∇¯νφ¯− 2c(φ¯)
)√−g¯ d4x+ SM(ΨM, g¯µν), (2)
where ΨM collects the fields responsible for the matter content of the theory, a, b and c are
field-dependent ST parameters, and the overbar indicates that the quantity is taken with
respect to the Jordan frame. Without loss of generality, we can redefine the scalar field
a(φ¯)→ φ¯. After the field redefinition we see that the most general ST theory contains two
free functions: a coupling function (typically written as ω(φ)) which precedes the kinetic
term and a cosmological function which enters without any explicit powers of the scalar
field. The coupling function is responsible for the spontaneous scalarization phenomenon
mentioned in the introduction where the binary develops a sudden scalar charge [20]. The
effects of the cosmological function include providing the scalar field with mass and playing
the role of the cosmological constant. The potential also contributes corrections to the mass
evolution of scalar particles in curved spacetime as we shall see.
In the EMRI scenario of vacuum general relativity, the matter content is a small body
which is approximately described by a structureless point-particle of mass m. In the ST
theory of material objects, however, the inertial mass and structural properties of the small
body will generally be influenced by the scalar field due to the variability of Newton’s grav-
itational constant. This creates a need to introduce a new parameter which parameterizes
the sensitivity of the body’s binding energy on the background scalar field. The sensitivity
of neutron stars will depend on their radius and equation of state but black holes all have the
same sensitivity. The dependence on the scalar field is incorporated into the point-particle
model by allowing the mass to vary with the scalar field [39]. The point-particle action for
the theory is thus given by
SM = −
∫
m(φ¯) dτ¯ (3)
in the Jordan frame. Although the Jordan frame benefits from explicit conservation of
stress-energy ∇αT αβJ = 0, the field equations in the Jordan frame do not lend themselves
to a direct application of the methods of Zimmerman and Poisson [1]. For this, we must
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transform the fields into the Einstein frame. Performing the conformal transformation [19]
gµν = a(φ¯)g¯µν , (4a)
χ(φ¯) =
∫ (
3
4
(
a′(φ)
a(φ)
)2
+
1
2
b(φ)
a(φ)
)
dφ, (4b)
A(χ) = a−1/2(φ¯), (4c)
F (χ) =
c(φ¯)
a2(φ¯)
, (4d)
we are led to the Einstein frame action
SE =
1
16π
∫
(R− gµν∇µχ∇νχ− 2F (χ)) dV −
∫
A(χ)m(χ)dτ, (5)
where we have introduced the covariant volume element in the Einstein frame dV :=
√−gd4x. A variation with respect to the metric yields the field equations in the Einstein
frame
Gαβ = 8π
(
T bulkαβ + T
pp
αβ
)
, (6)
where
T bulkµν =
1
8π
(
∇µχ∇νχ− 1
2
gµν
(∇λχ∇λχ+ 2F )
)
(7)
is the stress-energy of the bulk scalar field and
T ppµν =
∫
A(χ)m(χ)uµuνδ4(x, z)dτ (8)
is the stress-energy of the point particle. Using the Einstein field equation, we find that the
Ricci tensor in terms the matter field reads
Rαβ = ∇αχ∇βχ + Fgαβ. (9)
Varying the action with respect to the scalar field produces the scalar wave equation
χ− F ′(χ) = 8π
∫
d(Am)
dχ
δ4(x, z)dτ (10)
governing the evolution of χ, where  := gµν∇µ∇ν is the covariant wave operator and
F ′(χ) := dF/dχ. The presence of the point-particle creates perturbations of the fields
around their background values. If we denote the background fields (full fields taken at
m = 0) by χ(0) := Φ and gµν(0) := g˜µν , the perturbed fields are given by
f := χ− Φ, (11a)
hµν := gµν − g˜µν . (11b)
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In what follows we always work with either the metric perturbation or the background
metric, so we drop the tilde notation and refer to the background metric simply as gαβ . It
is convenient to work with the trace-reversed metric perturbation
γαβ := hαβ − 1
2
gαβh,
where h = gαβhαβ . The benefit of the trace-reversed metric is that it has zero divergence
in the Lorenz gauge. Here we require the metric perturbation to satisfy the one-parameter
family of gauge conditions
∇αγαβ = 2λf∇βΦ
in order to put the field equations in weakly hyperbolic form. The advantage of this gauge
over the standard Lorenz gauge is that it eliminates the derivative coupling when λ = 1.
The perturbed scalar field evolves according to the linearized equation
f +N ·|αβγ
αβ +N ·|·f = −4πρ (12)
where
N ·|αβ = −
(
∇α∇βΦ− 1
2
F ′gαβ
)
, (13a)
N ·|· = − (2λ∇γΦ∇γΦ + F ′′) , (13b)
play the role of external potentials and the scalar source is given by
ρ = −2
∫
m(Φ)A(Φ)
(
A′(Φ)
A(Φ)
+
m′(Φ)
m(Φ)
)
δ4(x, z)dτ (14)
:= −2
∫
m(Φ)A(Φ)α(Φ)δ4(x, z)dτ. (15)
The use of the “dot” and “bar” notation is borrowed from [1] and will be reviewed in a later
section. The perturbed Einstein equation has the form
δGαβ = 8π
(
δT bulkαβ + tαβ
)
,
where the perturbed Einstein tensor is given by
2δGαβ = −γαβ + 2∇(α|∇λγλ|β) − gαβ∇γ∇δγγδ − 2Rγ δα βγγδ (16)
+ 2Rµ(αγ
µ
β) + gαβR
γδγγδ − Rγαβ.
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The perturbed Einstein tensor is sourced by the perturbed stress-energy of the scalar field
8πδT bulkαβ =2∇(αf∇β)Φ− gαβ∇λΦ∇λf − gαβF ′f +
1
2
gαβγ
γδ∇γΦ∇δΦ (17)
−
(
1
2
∇µΦ∇µΦ+ F
)
γαβ +
1
2
gαβFg
µνγµν
in the bulk and the stress-energy of the point-particle
tαβ =
∫
A(Φ)m(Φ)uαuβδ4(x, z)dτ (18)
on the world line. Putting everything together, the perturbed Einstein field equation takes
the form
γαβ +Mαβ|·γ∇γf +Nαβ|γδγγδ +Nαβ|·f = −16πtαβ, (19)
where
Mαβ|·µ := 2(1− λ)
(
δαµ∇βΦ + δβµ∇αΦ− gαβ∇µΦ
)
, (20a)
Nαβ|γδ = 2R
α β
(γ δ) − δα(γ∇βΦ∇δ)Φ− δβ(γ∇αΦ∇δ)Φ, (20b)
Nαβ|· = −2
[
(1− λ)gαβF ′ + 2λ∇α∇βΦ]. (20c)
Note that Mαβ|·µ = 0 for the choice of gauge parameter given by λ = 1, which removes all
derivative coupling from the field equations.
III. REGULAR FIELD
A. Field equations in compact form, Hadamard expansion, and regular/singular
field decomposition
The two coupled field equations can be jointly solved using the condensed index notation
introduced by Poisson and Zimmerman [1], which we briefly review here. In the condensed
index notation, we use an upper-case latin index to denote the tensorial type of the field.
In the present context, upper case indices will denote either a 2-tensor A = αβ as a pair of
indices, or a 0-tensor (scalar) A = · as the absence of tensor indices. The two fields f and
γαβ are combined into the field doublet ψA = {f, γαβ}. Similarly, the world line sources tαβ
and ρ are collected into the doublet
µA =
∫
gAM(x, z)q
M (τ) δ4(x, z)dτ
12
where
qA :=

 4m(Φ)A(Φ)u
αuβ, A = αβ
−2m(Φ)A(Φ)α(Φ), A = ·
, (21)
and gAM(x, z) defines the parallel propagator which transports tensors at x to x
′ [40]
gAB′(x, x
′) :=

 g
(α
γ′(x, x
′)g
β)
δ′(x, x
′), A = αβ, B′ = γ′δ′
1, A = B = ·
. (22)
Note that the parallel propagator is zero off the diagonal. In the condensed notation, both
perturbation equations are combined into the single equation
ψA +MABλ∇λψB +NABψB = −4πµA. (23)
As (23) is a linear wave equation, its solution can be represented as a Green function
contracted with the source
ψA =
∫
GAB′µ
B′dV ′, (24)
where GAB′ obeys the wave equation
GAB′(x, x
′) +MABµ∇µGBB′(x, x′) +NABGBB′(x, x′) = −4πgAB′δ4(x, x′) (25)
and is chosen to satisfy retarded boundary conditions, as all radiation is purely outgoing.
The principal parts of the off-diagonal Green functions are solutions to homogeneous equa-
tions; e.g. G· |αβ = 0, whereas the principal parts of the diagonal Green functions have
distributional sources. For all x in the convex normal neighbourhood of a base point x′, the
retarded Green function can be cast in the Hadamard form
GAB′(x, x
′) = UAB′(x, x
′)δ+(σ) + V
A
B′(x, x
′)Θ+(−σ), (26)
in which σ(x, x′) is Synge’s biscalar, δ+(σ) and Θ+(−σ) are the Dirac and Heaviside distribu-
tions supported in the future of x′, and UAB′(x, x
′) and V AB′(x, x
′) are smooth bitensors. The
coefficients UAB′(x, x
′) and V AB′(x, x
′) are recursively determined using the field equations
[40].
In the normal neighbourhood of the world line z(τ) the retarded solution takes the form
of a local leading-order r−1 piece, and a pair of tail integrals given by
ψA(x) =
1
r
UAB′(x, x
′)qB
′
(u) +
∫ u
τ<
V AM(x, z)q
M (τ) dτ +
∫ τ<
−∞
GAM(x, z)q
M (τ) dτ, (27)
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where u is the retarded time at the point z(u) where a past directed null ray starting from
x intersects the world line, v is the advanced time of a point connecting x to the world line
by a future directed null ray, r is the retarded distance from x to z(u), and τ< is the proper
time where the world line intersects the convex normal neighbourhood of x [40].
The near-zone behaviour of the solution (27) exhibits a Coulomb-type 1/r behaviour
which leads to a singularity at the location of the particle r = 0. The divergence is regularized
using the Detweiler-Whiting prescription. The method involves constructing a singular field
ψS and subtracting it from the retarded field, i.e., ψR := ψ − ψS. The singular field is built
from a “singular” Green function which vanishes in the causal future and past of the world
point, is symmetric in its arguments, and solves the inhomogeneous wave equation [40]. The
Detweiler-Whiting regular field is found to be
ψAR (x) =
1
2r
UAB′(x, x
′)qB
′
(u)− 1
2radv
UAB′′(x, x
′′)qB
′′
(v) +
∫ u
τ<
V AM (x, z)q
M (τ) dτ (28)
+
1
2
∫ v
u
V AM (x, z)q
M (τ) dτ +
∫ τ<
−∞
GAM (x, z)q
M (τ) dτ,
where radv is the advanced distance from x to the world line and v is the advanced time at
that point.
B. Regular field in Fermi normal coordinates
In this section we derive expressions for the regular fields in local coordinates. We choose
to adopt Fermi normal coordinates (FNC) adapted to the world line of the body. To con-
struct a system of FNC of a point x centred on the world line, we choose a point on the world
line x¯ := z(t), where t is the proper time at the point. We then locate the unique spacelike
geodesic which is orthogonal to the world line at x¯ that connects the two points x and x¯ in
the normal neighbourhood. Along the connecting geodesic one can define a tangent bisec-
tor σα¯(x¯, x) which is orthogonal to the four velocity uα¯ of the world line. Here the barred
index indicates that the quantity transforms tensorially at the barred point. The defining
relations for the coordinate system are therefore x¯0 = t, x¯a = −eaα¯σα¯ and σα¯uα¯ = 0, where
eaα¯ is a spatial triad that is Fermi-walker transported along the world line. The geodesic
distance from x¯ to x running along the spatial curve is given by s2 = xax
a = 2σ, which is
perturbatively small relative to the curvature scale.
To compute the regular field in FNC, the retarded/advanced time dependencies in the
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expression (28) coming from the terms UAB′(x, x
′)qB
′
(u) and UAB′′(x, x
′′)qB
′′
(v) must be
translated into dependencies on the Fermi point x¯. This is accomplished by starting with
the Taylor expansion of the direct part of the Hadamard form
UAB′(x, x
′) = gAA′
[
δA
′
B′ + U
A′
B′µ′σ
µ′ +
1
2
UA
′
B′µ′ν′σ
µ′σν
′
+O(ǫ3)
]
, (29)
where
UA
′
B′µ′ =
1
2
MA
′
B′µ′ , (30a)
UA
′
B′µ′ν′ = −
1
2
∇(µ′MA′B′ν′) +
1
4
MA
′
C′(µ′M
C′
B′ν′) +
1
6
δA
′
B′Rµ′ν′, (30b)
about the base point x′ at the retarded time u, and then re-expanding it around the Fermi
point x¯ at the present time t. The retarded and advanced distances must also be expanded
in powers of the spatial distance s with coefficients being evaluated on the world line at time
t. The details of the procedure are spelled out explicitly in Refs. [1, 40].
The regular field in FNC to O(s) written in terms of condensed index notation was derived
in [1] and found to be
ψAR (t, x
a) = −(1− acxc)U˙A(t) + 1
3
UA(t) a˙cx
c + ψA[tail] +O(s2) (31a)
= −gA
A¯
(
˙ˆqA¯ + qˆB¯U A¯
B¯t
)
(1− acxc) + gAA¯
(
1
3
qˆA¯a˙c + qˆ
B¯U˙ A¯
B¯c
+ ˙ˆqB¯U A¯
B¯c
+ qˆB¯U A¯
B¯tc
)
xc
+
1
2
qˆB¯RA
B¯tc
xc + ψA[tail] +O(s2), (31b)
where qˆαβ = qαβ , qˆ = 1
2
q [1], and ψA[tail] denotes the contribution from the chronological
past
ψA[tail](x) = lim
ǫ→0
∫ t−ǫ
−∞
GAB(x, z(τ))q
B(τ)dτ :=
∫ t−
−∞
GAB(x, z(τ))q
B(τ)dτ.
Note that we cut the integral short before taking the limit x→ x¯ and not the reverse. We
choose to work with qˆ because it is the quantity which appears in the background equations
of motion Amaα = qˆ∇αΦ := Q∇αΦ, which we interpret as the charge of the body. Under
this definition of the charge, the “sensitivity” of the object is s := −d lnM/d lnΦ = Φ
Am
Q.
Inserting MABµ and N
A
B from Sec. II into Eqs. (30) and (33) we find that the U part of
Hadamard Green function which enters the regular field is given explicitly by
UABµ = 0, (32a)
Uαβ|γδµν =
1
6
δ(αγδ
β)
δRµν , (32b)
U ·|·µν =
1
6
Rµν . (32c)
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The gradient of the regular field, which yields the force, also includes contributions from the
V -terms in the Hadamard form. The V -terms are computed with the help of the expansion
V A
′
B′ = −
1
4
∇µ′MA′B′µ′ −
1
8
MA
′
C′µ′M
C′ µ′
B′ +
1
2
NA
′
B′ +
1
12
δA
′
B′R
′, (33)
and we find
V αβ|γδ = R
α β
(γ δ) − δα(γ∇βΦ∇δ)Φ +
1
12
δα(γδ
β
δ)R, (34a)
V αβ|· = −2∇α∇βΦ, (34b)
V ·|αβ = −
1
2
(
∇α∇βΦ− 1
2
F ′gαβ
)
, (34c)
V ·|· = −
1
2
(
2∇µΦ∇µΦ+ F ′′
)
+
1
12
R. (34d)
The regular scalar field to next-to-leading-order in the Fermi parameter is given by the
expression
fR = − (1− acxc) ˙ˆq + 1
6
qˆ (2a˙c +Rtc)x
c + f [tail] +O(s2). (35)
To compute the regular metric perturbation we rely on the FNC expansion of the parallel
propagator given by
gtt¯ = 1− aaxa +O(s2), gta¯ = O(s2), gab¯ = δab +O(s2). (36)
Substituting the expansion for the parallel propagator into Eq. (31b), we find that the
regular metric perturbation takes the form
γαβ
R
=− q˙tteαteβt − 2q˙tbe(αt eβ)b (37a)
+
[
eαte
β
t
(
3acq˙
tt +
1
3
qtta˙c +
1
6
qttRtc
)
+ e
(α
t e
β)
b
(
4q˙tbac − qttRbtct
) ]
xc
+ γαβ [tail] +O(s2).
In Eqs. (35) and (37), the tail terms are defined by the relations
γαβ[tail] :=
∫ t−
−∞
dτ Gαβ|γδ(x, z)q
γδ(τ) +
∫ t−
−∞
dτ Gαβ|·(x, z)qˆ(τ) (38)
and
f [tail] :=
∫ t−
−∞
dτ G· |γδ(x, z)q
γδ(τ) +
∫ t−
−∞
dτ G· |·(x, z)qˆ(τ). (39)
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The equation of motion is written in terms of the non-trace-reversed metric perturbation
hαβ = γαβ − 12gαβγ, which we now compute. Using the expansions of the background metric
in FNC gtt = −1 − 2aaxa + O(s2), gta = O(s2), gab = δab + O(s2), and the trace of γαβ,
γ = q˙tt − (acq˙tt + 13qtta˙c + 16qttRtc) xc +O(s2), we find
hRtt = −
1
2
q˙tt +
(
−1
2
q˙ttac +
1
6
qtta˙c +
1
2
qttRtc
)
xc + htt[tail] +O(s
2), (40a)
hRta = δabq˙
tb +
1
2
qttRatctx
c + hta[tail] +O(s
2), (40b)
hRab = −
1
2
δabq˙
tt +
1
2
δab
(
q˙ttac +
1
3
qtta˙c +
1
6
qttRtc
)
xc + hab[tail] +O(s
2). (40c)
Using the definition of the background gradient ∇αhβγ = ∂αhγδ − Γµβαhµγ − Γµγαhβµ, and
the FNC expansion of the Christoffel symbols Γtta = aa +O(s
2), Γatt = a
a +O(s2), with all
other components being higher order, we find
∇ahRtt =
1
2
q˙ttaa +
1
6
qtta˙a +
1
12
qttRta +∇ahtt[tail] +O(s), (41a)
∇thRta = δabq¨ tb + q˙ttaa +∇thta[tail] +O(s), (41b)
and
∇afR = ˙ˆqaa + 1
6
qˆ (2a˙a +Rta) +∇af [tail] +O(s). (42)
We get an additional local contribution from the time derivatives of the tail in the normal
neighborhood at the current time t. Recall that
f [tail] =
∫ t
τ<
V ·Aqˆ
Adτ +
∫ τ<
−∞
G· |Aqˆ
Adτ (43)
which when differentiated gives
∇tf [tail] = V ·|γδqγδ + V ·|·qˆ +∇tf (ǫ)[tail] +O(s) (44)
after using relations (34) and (33). We use the notation ∇tf (ǫ)R [tail] to denote the part of
the tail that’s beyond leading order in the FNC expansion, which excludes the local part
coming from V , which is smooth, and the contribution from G· |A at the particle, which is
singular. Likewise, we find
∇thRta[tail] = Λ αβta
(
Vαβ|γδq
γδ + Vαβ|·qˆ
)
+∇th(ǫ)ta [tail] +O(s) (45)
=
1
2
qttΦ˙∇aΦ− 2qˆ∇t∇aΦ +∇th(ǫ)ta [tail] +O(s),
where Λαβγδ :=
1
2
(gαγgβδ + gαδgβγ − gαβgγδ) reverses the trace.
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IV. EQUATION OF MOTION
Just as we derived the field equations from the stationarity of the action under first
variation, we find the equation of motion in the background by varying the Einstein frame
point particle action in the background geometry
Spp = −
∫
A(Φ)m(Φ) dτ, (46)
which gives the equation
(mA) aα = − (Amα)w βα ∇βΦ := Qw βα ∇βΦ, (47)
where
w βα :=
(
δ βα + uαu
β
)
projects in the directions orthogonal to uα. The evolution of the particle’s mass is dictated
by the differential equation
d(mA)
dτ
= −Quµ∇µΦ. (48)
Likewise, we find the equation of motion in the perturbed geometry by varying the first-order
perturbed point particle action
S1pp =
1
8
∫
qµνhµν dτ +
∫
qˆf dτ (49)
with respect to the coordinate zα. We find
δS1pp =
∫
dτ δzα
[(
aα + w
λ
α ∇λ
)(
qˆf +
1
8
qµνhµν
)
− 1
8
(
w λα
D
dτ
+ 2gλρa(αuρ)
)
δqµν
δuλ
hµν
]
(50)
Working in FNC where
qµν = qttuµuν, (51a)
q˙µν = q˙tt + 2qtta(µuν), (51b)
δqµν
δuλ
= 2qttδ
(µ
λu
ν), (51c)
D
dτ
δqµν
δuλ
= 2
(
q˙ttδ
(µ
λu
ν) + 2qttδ
(µ
λa
ν)
)
, (51d)
leads to the equation of motion
Amaa =− (Amα)∇aΦ + qˆaaf + 1
8
qttaahtt + f∇aqˆ + qˆ∇af + 1
8
htt∇aqtt + 1
8
qtt∇ahtt (52)
− 1
4
qttabhab − 1
4
q˙tthta − 1
4
qtt∇thta − 1
4
qttaahtt
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in FNC. Inserting the results for the regular fields and their derivatives (40) and making
the substitutions, qtt = 4mA, M := m(Φ)A(Φ), and finally Q := qˆ(Φ) we find that the local
self-force is given by
F La = Q∇aΦ +M2
(−11
3
a˙a +
1
6
Rat − 2∇aΦ∇tΦ
)
+Q2
(
1
3
a˙a +
1
6
Rat
)
+QM (11aa∇tΦ + 2∇t∇aΦ) + (αQ−Mα′)2∇aΦ∇tΦ. (53)
Notice the similarity with the local self-force in a scalarvac spacetime. Notable though is
the absence of the Q2∇aΦ∇tΦ term. This term in the scalarvac calculation comes from
m∇thta through the term q˙ttaa, where the scalarvac mass is defined as qttscalarvac = m :=
4(m− qΦ). Here, the analogous coupling in qtt∇thta has no charge squared term due to the
difference in the definition of qtt. Instead, we find a new coupling coming from the term
aaQ˙ = aa(αQ−Mα′)Φ˙ in the derivative of the regular scalar field.
This expression can be expressed in order-reduced form by employing the background
equation of motion aa = Q/M∇aΦ and its derivative a˙a = QM∇t∇aΦ− (Mα
′−αQ)
M
∇tΦ∇aΦ +
2 Q
2
M2
∇tΦ∇aΦ. Performing the order reduction and substituting the expression for the Ricci
tensor in terms of the background scalar field Rta = ∇tΦ∇aΦ +O(s) gives
F Lα = Qw
β
α ∇βΦ+
[
− 11
6
M2 +
23
6
Q2 +
1
3
Q2
M2
(
2Q2 −M(Mα′ − αQ))
+
11
3
M(Mα′ − αQ) + (αQ−Mα′)2
]
w βα u
γ∇γΦ∇βΦ
+
(
1
3
Q3
M
− 5
3
QM
)
w βα u
γ∇γ∇βΦ (54)
for the local self-force in covariant form.
In addition to the local force acting at the current time, we also find a non-local tail part
depending on the chronological past. The contribution from within the past light cone of
the present is given by the tail force:
F taila =Qaaf [tail] + f [tail]∇aQ +Q∇af [tail] +
1
2
Mαhtt[tail]∇aΦ+ 1
2
M∇ahtt[tail]
−Mabhab[tail]−MαΦ˙hta[tail]−M∇thta[tail]− 1
2
Maahtt[tail], (55)
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which, after converting into covariant form and performing order-reduction, reads
F tailα = wαβ
[
−αQ∇βΦf [tail]− (Mα′ − αQ)∇βΦf [tail] +Q∇βf [tail]−Q∇γΦhβγ [tail]
−Q∇βΦhγδ[tail]uγuδ + 1
2
M
(
∇βhγδ[tail]− 2∇γhβδ[tail]
)
uγuδ
]
. (56)
The perturbed regular field also contributes to the evolution equation for the particle’s
mass
DM
dτ
=−Quα∇αΦ + 2QM
(
∇γ∇δΦ− 1
2
F ′gγδ
)
uγuδ − 1
12
Q2R +Q2
(
∇αΦ∇αΦ + 1
2
F ′′
)
+ (αQ− α′M)2(uα∇αΦ)2 − (αQ−Mα′)(uα∇αΦ)f [tail]−Quα∇αf [tail] (57)
as well as the evolution equation for the charge
DQ
dτ
= Q′uα∇αΦ−Q′Q′′(uα∇αΦ)2 − 2MQ′
(
∇γ∇δΦ+ 1
2
F ′gγδ
)
uγuδ −QQ′
(
∇αΦ∇αΦ+ 1
2
F ′′
)
+
1
12
QQ′R+Q′′uα∇αΦf [tail] +Q′uα∇αf [tail], (58)
where Q′ = αQ − Mα′ and Q′′ = 2α′Q + α (αQ−Mα′) − Mα′′. Starting with initial
conditions Q(Φ(0, ~x)) = 0, Eq. (58) allows for a non-zero charge at some later time. In other
words, the background scalar field can induce a charge on the world line dynamically. This
suggests that scalarization phenomena are present in the EMRI problem as well.
V. SCALAR-TENSOR SELF-FORCE IN A STATIONARY BLACK HOLE BACK-
GROUND
A. Field equations
As mentioned in the introduction, the Kerr geometry accompanied by an external, con-
stant scalar field represents the most general stationary, axisymmetric and vacuum solution
to generic scalar-tensor theories [35]. Non-stationary solutions for the scalar field configu-
ration such as those arising from scalar-tensor theories with cosmological evolution or those
with potentials leading to non-uniform asymptotic scalar field configurations may create
hairy configurations. Though possible, their existence is highly constrained by measure-
ments of period decays in binary systems displaying the absence of dipole radiation as
predicted by hairy configurations [20]. Additionally, asymptotic flatness requires that the
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scalar potential and its first derivative with respect to the background scalar field vanish far
from the black hole. To be consistent with a stationary black hole configuration, we also
demand that the background scalar field be fixed at the constant value Φ0 . Consequently,
the background Ricci tensor vanishes, which implies that the stress energy of the scalar field
is also zero. The background Einstein field equations are therefore given by the vacuum
field equation Rµν = 0 giving rise to the Kerr family of black hole solutions for stationary,
axisymmetric backgrounds.
As before, we consider a non-spinning massive point-like object moving in the black-
hole spacetime of scalar-tensor theory. The particle’s stress-energy generates perturbations
γαβ of the background geometry. The Lorenz gauge ∇αγαβ = 0 field equations governing
perturbations of the black hole with a constant scalar field background take the completely
decoupled form
γαβ + 2R
µ ν
α β γµν = −16πM
∫
δ4(x, z)uαuβdτ, (59a)
f − µ2f = −8πQ
∫
δ4(x, z)dτ, (59b)
where M := m(Φ0)A(Φ0) and Q := −α(Φ0)M are the constant mass and charge of the
point-like object, respectively, and µ2 = F ′′(Φ0) is the mass of the scalar field. The equation
governing the metric perturbations is the well-known Lorenz gauge wave equation and the
scalar field equation is the curved spacetime massive wave equation.
The retarded solutions to the above decoupled system of equations are given in terms of
the diagonal Green functions by
γαβ(x) = 4M
∫
Gαβγδ(x, z(τ))u
γuδ dτ, (60a)
f(x) = Q
∫
G(x, z(τ)) dτ.
Each solution is then separately regularized according to its own DW singular field to obtain
the regular fields responsible for the self-force. The expressions for the singular/regular
decoupled fields are widely available in the literature [40].
B. Equation of motion
For a stationary black hole background spacetime with a constant scalar field ∇Φ = 0
the leading order motion of the particle is geodesic in the background geometry aα = 0. The
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next-to-leading order motion is given by the first order self-force which is simply the sum of
the vacuum gravitational and scalar tail self-forces
F αself = F
α
gravity[tail] + F
α
scalar[tail]
=
1
2
Mwαβ
(
∇βhγδ[tail]− 2∇γhβδ[tail]
)
uγuδ +Qwαβ∇βf [tail]. (61)
The lack of local terms in the equation of motion is due to the geodesic leading-order motion
of the particle and the absence of coupling terms in the linearized field equations. The mass
evolution is dictated by the equation
DM
dτ
=
1
2
Q2µ2 −Quα∇αf [tail], (62)
and the charge is found to evolve according to the equation
DQ
dτ
= −1
2
QQ′µ2 +Q′uα∇αf [tail]. (63)
Interestingly, we find that the parameters characterizing particle experience a local self-field
correction, which depends on the mass of the scalar field µ, the charge Q = −M ′(Φ0), and
the profile of the charge Q′ = −M ′′(Φ0) at the current time, as well as a history dependent
correction coming from the scalar field sourced by the particle in its past light cone. However,
for realistic cosmological values, which can be as low as the Hubble scale µ ∼ 10−33eV, the
local change in the mass and charge of the particle will be suppressed relative to the tail
piece.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper we derived the regular field and the equation of motion for a massive point-
particle in the Einstein frame of scalar-tensor theory to first-order in the mass-ratio. We find
that the self-forced evolution in scalar tensor theory is different from the evolution of a mas-
sive, scalar charge in an scalarvac spacetime of general relativity. For non-stationary scalar
field backgrounds, the leading-order motion is accelerated in the background spacetime and
the first-order self-force correction takes the form of a set of local and non-local terms. The
non-local, “tail”, component of the force is characterized by non-diagonal Green functions
which result from the coupling in the field equations. The local ST self-force resembles
the local self-force on a charged, massive particle in a scalarvac spacetime with additional
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couplings due to the time variability of the particle’s charge in addition to its time variable
mass. The reason is that in ST theory, the strong equivalence principle is violated and the
motion is sensitive to the internal constitution of the body. Here we used the point-particle
approximation, where the details of the body’s internal structure are coarse grained out.
However, the mass and charge of the object carry a scalar field dependence, and this creates
fundamentally different world line dynamics. Furthermore, the evolution of the mass and
charge of the particle is influenced both locally and non-locally by the regular self-field. This
is true even for black holes with stationary scalar backgrounds, where the mass and charge
of the particle evolve locally if the scalar field has mass and non-locally through the regular
part of the scalar perturbation. This has consequences for the floating orbit scenario. It
is evident from our equations that self-field corrections to the particle’s mass may cause a
violation of the super-radiance condition or lead to an imbalance in the radiation fluxes,
precluding any prolonged dynamical floating of the orbit. Cardoso et al. [27] estimated the
effect of ingoing negative scalar radiation flux at ˙J−(J +) on the mass of the large black hole,
but they neglected to mention the possibility for the scalar particle to possess a dynamical
mass. To estimate whether the particle’s mass variation is important we can compare the
timescale on which the particle’s mass varies to the timescale on which the black hole’s mass
secularly decreases. When the orbit is in a floating configuration, the negative scalar flux at
the event horizon is balanced by the flux of outgoing gravity waves at J +. This cannot last
forever due to the decrease in the black hole’s mass as the scalar field extracts energy from
it. The timescale for the extraction is roughly Tbh ∼ M3bh/M2, where Mbh is the mass of
the large Kerr black hole and M is the mass of the particle. The timescale governing mass
changes to the small body due to the self-force is roughly Tsb = M/(Q
2µ2) ∼ 1/(Mµ)2 when
ignoring the tail contribution. For self-force effects to be important they must occur before
or at least around the time that significant mass loss of the black hole from the negative
flux occurs, or Tsb <∼ Tbh or M/Mbh <∼M2bhµ2. Thus, self-force effects become important for
a large region of the parameter space.
The self-force for ST black holes with trivial scalar configurations is also different than in
GR. In vacuum GR, the force is completely non-local and involves the tail force due to the
metric perturbation only. In scalar-tensor theory, even with a constant background scalar
field solution, the scalar perturbation will also influence the motion: a point particle orbiting
an ST black hole experiences both the metric and scalar tail forces. These deviations from
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the GR self-force will likely have observational consequences. The self-force is known to
cause a shift in the innermost stable circular orbit, alter the rate of periastron advance
for eccentric orbits [42], and influence the renormalized redshift of photons sent from the
particle to distant observers [41].
Next steps include computing observational effects in ST theory and using the results to
constrain its parameters. For instance, one can imagine setting up a numerical calculation
of the self-force on a point-particle around a star or black hole in ST theory using the mode-
sum method. This will require formulating the coupled field equations in a fashion where the
modes of the retarded field can be numerically determined and the mode representation for
the singular field can be subtracted. Linz and collaborators have shown that the derivatives
of the singular fields for a scalarvac spacetime completely decouple and that the regulariza-
tion parameters for the force are the sum of the decoupled parameters [32]. It is reasonable
to expect that the singular field gradients will also be decoupled in the present case, as the
equations have the same form, and this will certainly alleviate some of the computational
challenge as only the retarded field will need to be solved from coupled equations. One
could also imagine solving the decoupled field equations (59) to compute the self-force and
mass/charge evolution for a particle outside a Kerr black hole in ST theory. One could then
choose initial data and scalar field parameters corresponding to a floating orbit of Ref. [27]
and compute the self-force and mass evolution to assess the stability of the orbit.
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